


Yuliya blogs at Welcome to 
Mommyhood, where she shares 

life as a mother, and raising 
children in a Montessori inspired 
home. She writes about learning 

activities and printables for 
parents and teachers, tips and 

resources for setting up a 
Montessori home, and life from a 

wheelchair.

Katherine is a Montessori teacher 
from Ukraine. She creates 

different printable learning 
materials that can be used in the 
classroom and at home. She blogs 
at I Believe in Montessori where 
she shares her Montessori ideas 
and tries to inspire teachers and 

parents.

Hello from your authors!

https://www.facebook.com/WelcometoMommyhood1/
https://www.pinterest.com/WelcomMommyhood/
https://www.instagram.com/welcometomommyhood/
https://www.facebook.com/I.Believe.in.Montessori/
https://www.pinterest.com/ibelieveinm/
https://www.instagram.com/ibelieveinmontessori/


Feel free to

Terms of  Use

Please don’t
1. Use the product in the bundle in 
your classroom and home

2. Make enough copies to use in
your own classroom and family

                3. Save this file to your 
           personal or school computer

4. Direct others who may want to 
use these resources to the bundle 
page or our stores

1. Share the files in the bundle 
with your friends, team, school, 
homeschoolers

2. Copy or distribute these products 
for other teachers or for the 
classroom other than yours

2. Benefit financially from
 these products or their parts

3. Post any parts of these products 
anywhere online (free or for sale) 
or on shared drives/clouds 



We tried to organize the bundle in the way so it is easy for you to store, 
browse and use. 

All the bundle is divided into 3 big folders:
- zoology materials
- botany materials
- various materials about nature
- bonuses

Every folder has the specific materials grouped together for your 
convenience. 

What can help you to use the bundle?

1. Kindly use the table of contents that you will find in this file to look where the 
needed material is situated. You can also print it and put in a binder iwith 
your new materials.

2. Please use the extended table of contents that you will find in this file to look 
at every material closer, read its description and know what it includes. Sometimes 
the material has a lot more inside than you can expect after reading the 
name on the list.

3. Please print the table of contents for yourself. Put it somewhere where you store 
your printables. Make a note in the table every time you printed some cards 
from the bundle. This way you will know for sure what cards you have 
already printed and will never need to look through the big number of cards to 
make sure. 

Such checklist will also come in handy when you need some material for your 
classroom and you want to check quickly if you have such in the bundle. No 
more buying the materials you already have! :)

4. Every material includes tips and instructions for printing and 
presenting. Please read them. They are useful.

5. Don’t forget to look at the bonus section! 
We prepared a lot of surprises for you!

How to use the bundle



                                                                 

                                   Animal life cycle materials
Butterfly life cycle +parts of a butterfly materials
Dragonfly life cycle materials
Ladybug life cycle materials
Macaw life cycle + types of macaws materials
Shark life cycle materials
Spider life cycle materials
Turkey life cycle materials 
Turtle life cycle materials

                                                                     

                                                Types of animals materials
Types of bats cards
Types of bird feathers cards
Types of butterflies 3-part cards
Types of seals cards
Types of sharks cards
Types of spiders cards
Types of whales and dolphins cards

                                                                     

                                     Animals of the continents materials
Arctic animals math number cards
Animals of the continents circle puzzle +red/colored circle
Animals of the continents cards for the continents map

                                                                     

                                 Various materials about animals
Animal coverings sorting cards + 3-part cards
Animal groups cards
Animal groups 3-part cards
Animal groups matching cards
Animal groups picture sorting cards
Animal puzzles
Animals and their tracks 3-part cards
Animals that hibernate learning materials
Butterfly addition cards
Farm animal families 3-part cards
Mammals A4 poster
Panda themed salt tray cards
Poisonous and venomous animals of the world 3-part cards
Poisonous and venomous animals sorting cards
Unicellular and multicellular animals sorting cards

Zoology materials



Botany materials

                                                               

                          Plant life cycle cards
Corn life cycle materials
Green bean life cycle materials
Oak life cycle materials
Pumpkin life cycle materials
Strawberry life cycle materials

                                                               

                          Materials about various plants, bushes, and trees
Autumn berries 3-part cards
Fall leaf color sequencing cards
Flowers pin punching cards
Bushes of the continents circle cards
Flowers numbers and counting cards
Leaf pin punching
Spring and autumn leaves matching cards
Trees of the continents circle cards
Types of plants sorting cards (tree, bush, herbaceous plant)
Types of plants sorting cards (tree, bush, herbaceous plant) Level 2
Types of cones and needles materials
Various plants of the continents circle cards

                                                               
                            Vegetable materials

Apple/pumpkin sequencing cards
Pumpkin cvc word sorting
Pumpkin fraction cards
Vegetable 3-part cards

                                                                

Autumn gifts 3-part cards
Five kingdoms of life classification cards 
Five kingdoms of life 4-part cards
Forest alphabet A4 poster
Forest A-Z cards
Insects versus flowers sorting cards
Introduction to seashells materials
Nature sequencing cards
Seashells activities materials
Shapes in nature sorting cards

Various materials about nature



Zoology materials

Butterfly life cycle materials Dragonfly life cycle materials Ladybug life cycle materials

Macaw life cycle materials Shark life cycle materials Spider life cycle materials 

Turkey life cycle materials Turtle life cycle materials
 

Types of bats cards 

Butterfly Bundle 

TOT LABS BY WELCOME TO MOMMYHOOD 

Dragonfly Life Cycle 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 

 

Lady Bug Life Cycle 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood

INCLUDES:
- Butterfly life cycle spinner
- Butterfly life cycle 3 part cards
- 8 butterfly life cycle sequence cards 
- Butterfly life cycle sequence cards key 
- Butterfly life cycle coloring book
- Parts of a butterfly 3 part cards; 6 label cards  
- 24 Butterfly Cards; 6 solid color cards

INCLUDES:
- 1 Spinner
- 3 Life Cycle 3 Part Cards
- 1 Life Cycle Poster
- 1 Anatomy Poster

INCLUDES:
- Stages of life cycle 4 part cards 
- Life cycle sequencing cards and activities 
- Life cycle coloring book 
- Life cycle cut and paste 
- Parts of a ladybug 3 part cards 
- Spinner; Poster; Shadow matching cards 
- Ladybug handwriting cards 

INCLUDES:
- 4 Life Cycle 3 Part Cards
- 1 Spinner
- 1 Life Cycle Poster

INCLUDES:
- Life cycle spinner; coloring book; display mat
- 5 life cycle control cards
- 5 life cycle label cards
- 5 life cycle image cards
- 15 types of macaws 3 part cards 
- 8 macaw image cards 
- Life cycle cut and paste activity 

INCLUDES:
- Turkey life cycle spinner
- 5 Turkey life cycle sequencing cards
- 5 Turkey egg sequencing cards
- 4 Turkey life cycle anatomy cards
- 4 Turkey life cycle anatomy fill in the blank cards

INCLUDES:
- Life cycle spinner; poster; wall decoration
- 7 shark life cycle 3 part cards
- Shark life cycle sequencing and coloring  cards
- Parts of a shark 3 part cards
- Match the tails to the shark 
- Types of sharks 3 part cards (14 sharks) 
- Types of sharks information cards 

INCLUDES:
- 9 image cards
- 9 labels
- 9 control cards

INCLUDES:
- Life cycle activity spinner
- 5 life cycle control cards
- 5 life cycle label cards
- 5 life cycle image cards

Macaw life cycle 

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

 

Shark life cycle 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood

Spider life cycle  

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

 

Turkey life cycle printables

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Turtle Life Cycle 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Types of Bats 3 Part Cards 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 



Zoology materials

Types of bird feathers cards Types of butterflies 3-part cards Types of seals cards 

Types of sharks cards Types of spiders cards Types of whales and dolphins cards

Arctic animals number cards Animals of the continents circle Animals for the continents map

 

INCLUDES:
- 10 image cards
- 10 labels
- 10 control cards

INCLUDES:
- 26 butterfly control cards 
- 26 butterfly label cards 
- 26 butterfly image cards 

INCLUDES:
- 9 image cards
- 9 labels
- 9 control cards
- 1 poster

INCLUDES:
- 7 parts of the circle with continents pictures
- 7 labels with continents names
- 7 description cards with information about peculiar 
animals of every continent
- 70 cards with pictures and names of animals (10 
animals for every continent)
- control list of animals of every continent

INCLUDES:
- 10 image cards
- 10 labels
- 10 control cards
- 10 description cards

INCLUDES:
- 0-10 number quantity clip cards
- 11 missing number clip cards
- 0-50 number cards

INCLUDES:
- 13 image cards
- 13 labels
- 13 control cards

INCLUDES:
- 70 cards of big size (10 animals for every continent)
- 70 cards of medium size
- 70 cards of small size
- 7 control tables with pictures
- 7 control tables with animals names

INCLUDES:
- 14 image cards
- 14 labels
- 14 control cards

 

 

Feathers Cards 

TOT LABS BY WELCOME TO MOMMYHOOD 

Types of Butterflies 

TOT LABS BY WELCOME TO MOMMYHOOD 

Types of Seals 3 Part Cards 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Shark 4 part cards 

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood s 
Types of Spiders 3 Part Card

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood  
Types of Whales 3 Part Cards

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Arctic number clip cards 

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 



Zoology materials

Animal coverings cards Animal groups cards Animal groups 3-part cards

Animal groups matching cards Animal groups sorting cards Animal puzzles

Animals tracks 3-part cards Animals that hibernate materials  Butterfly addition cards 

 

INCLUDES:
- 5 picture+name cards (for every type of covering)
- 5 picture only cards; 5 name cards
- 5 information cards
- 25 animal cards (5 cards for every type of covering)
- 25 animal name cards
- 5 animal control cards
- 5 animal name control cards

INCLUDES:
- 1 label “representatives of the animal kingdom”
- 11 cards with different animal groups
- 11 labels with names of groups
The material includes such animal groups as molluscs; 
sponges; corals and jellyfish; crustaceans; insects; 
arachnids; worms; fish; amphibians; birds; reptiles; 
mammals.

INCLUDES:
- 13 picture+name cards
- 13 picture only cards
- 13 name cards
The material includes such animal groups as molluscs; 
sponges; corals and jellyfish; crustaceans; insects; 
arachnids; worms; fish; amphibians; birds; 
reptiles; mammals.

INCLUDES:
- 4 part cards and definition cards
- Guess which animal
- Beginning letter cards; Posters 
- Animals and their homes 3 part cards
- Match the habitat cut and paste
- Writing cards; Preposition cards 3 part cards 
- Plural vs singular puzzles; Sentence cards 

INCLUDES:
- 11 sheets with animal groups 
(1 sheet for every group)
- 66 cards with different animals 
(6 animals for every group)

INCLUDES:
- Instructions for use
- Ideas for use
- 18 animal footprint 3 part cards
- 18 animal 3 part cards

INCLUDES:
- 12 group names cards
- 120 animal cards for sorting (10 cards for every 
group)
The material includes such animal groups as molluscs; 
sponges; corals and jellyfish; crustaceans; insects; 
arachnids; worms; fish; amphibians; birds; reptiles; 
mammals.

INCLUDES:
- Instructions for use
- 21 addition cards

INCLUDES:
- Ideas for use 
- 12 animal puzzles

 

 
Realistic animal puzzles 

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

ack 

Animals and their Footprints P

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Animals that hibernate 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Butterfly addition cards 

TOT LABS BY WELCOME TO MOMMYHOOD 



Zoology materials

Farm animal families cards Mammals A4 poster Panda themed salt tray cards 

Poisonous and venomous animals Poisonous and venomous sorting Unicellular and multicellular animals

Corn life cycle materials Green bean life cycle materials  Oak life cycle materials 

 

INCLUDES:
- 45 name and picture cards
- 45 picture cards
- 45 name cards
- 8 labels of categories
Child will know more about farm animal families. He 
will learn the names of males, females and youngs. 

INCLUDES:

The file contains 4 similar mammals posters with a little 
difference in design. You can choose the version you 
prefer and print it.

INCLUDES:
- A-Z capital tracing letters in d’nealian font 
- A-Z lower case tracing letters in d’nealian font 
- 0-9 tracng cards in d’nealian font
- 4 blank cards

INCLUDES:
- Green bean life cycle spinner
- 6 green bean life cycle 3 part cards
- Green bean plant life cycle sequencing cards
- Green bean plant life cycle coloring cards
- Green bean plant life cycle wall decoration
- Green bean plant life cycle cut and paste craft mat 
activity

INCLUDES:
- 20 picture + name cards
- 20 picture only cards
- 20 name cards
- 20 description cards

INCLUDES:
- Corn life cycle spinner
- 6 corn life cycle 3 part cards
- Corn life cycle sequencing cards
- Corn plant life cycle coloring cards
- Corn plant life cycle wall decoration
- Corn plant life cycle mat cut and paste
- Inside of a corn kernel mat

INCLUDES:
- 2 name labels
- 2 definition labels
- 20 picture cards (10 cards for each category)
- 2 control sheets with lists of animals

INCLUDES:
- Oak tree life cycle spinner
- 6 oak tree life cycle 3 part cards
- Oak tree life cycle cut and paste craft
- Oak tree life cycle wall decoration
- Oak tree life cycle mat activity

INCLUDES:
- 2 labels (unicellular and multicellilar organisms)
- 2 definition cards
- 26 sorting cards
This is an introductory material that teaches children 
about representatives of the animal kingdom.

 

 

Panda salt tray cards 

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Corn Life Cycle Bundle 

TOT LABS BY WELCOME TO MOMMYHOOD 

Green Bean Life Cycle 

TOT LABS BY WELCOME TO MOMMYHOOD 
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Oak Tree Life Cycle Printable

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 



Botany materials

Pumpkin life cycle materials Strawberry life cycle materials
 

Autumn berries 3-part cards 

Fall leaf color sequencing cards Flowers pin punching cards Bushes of the continents circle

Flowers counting cards Leaf pin punching  Spring and autumn leaves cards

 

INCLUDES:
-Pumpkin life cycle craft
-Pumpkin life cycle mat 
-Pumpkin life cycle DIY mat 
-Pumpkin life cycle 3 part cards
-Pumpkin life cycle spinner

INCLUDES:
- Instructions for use
- Ideas for use
- 6 phases of the strawberry plant life cycle 3 part cards
- Wall art
- Life cycle activity mat
- Life cycle activity cards

INCLUDES:
- 10 name and picture cards
- 10 picture cards
- 10 name cards
It includes such berries as chokeberry, barberry, 
hawthorn, cowberry, blueberry, viburnum, cranberry, 
sea buckthorn, rowan, bilberry.

INCLUDES:
- 8 Leaf Cards
These cards are perfect for incorporating into fall or 
leaf themed study or activity. They are great for 
practicing writing skills and pencil grip. Children can 
use these cards to either trace the images, or use a 
push pin to cut out the shapes on the cards. 

INCLUDES:
- 11 Leaf Cards
- 1 Control Mat/Poster

INCLUDES:
- 0-9 number cards with symbol and corresponding 
quantity of images 
- 0-9 number cards with number only
- 0-9 quantity cards with images 
- 0-9 tracing cards
- 1-9 Montessori bead cards 
- 21, 0-5 addition strips 

INCLUDES:
- 10 Flowers Cards
These cards are perfect for incorporating into a 
Valentine’s Day study or activity. They are great for 
practicing writing skills and pencil grip. Children can 
use these cards to either trace the images, or use a 
push pin to cut out the shapes on the cards. 

INCLUDES:
You can use the cards
- for matching spring and autumn leaves cards
- for learning about names of the trees
- as a bingo game for matching cards to boards
It contains 14 trees, such as ash, beech, cherry, birch, 
elm, oak, chestnut, linden, aspen, rowan, maple, 
poplar, mulberry, willow.

INCLUDES:
- 7 parts of the circle with continents pictures
- 7 labels with continents names
- 7 cards with the list of shrubs and bushes of every 
continent
- 35 cards with pictures and names of shrubs and 
bushes

 

 s 

Pumpkin life cycle printable

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

s 

Strawberry plant lifecycle card

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Leaf Color Sequencing 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Flowers Pin Punching Cards 

TOT LABS BY WELCOME TO MOMMYHOOD 

Flowers math bundle 

TOT LABS BY WELCOME TO MOMMYHOOD 

Leaf Pin Punching 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 



Botany materials

Trees of the continents circle Types of plants sorting cards  Types of plants sorting cards  2

Types of cones and needles Plants of the continents circle Apple/pumpkin sequencing cards 

Pumpkin cvc word sorting Pumpkin fraction cards  Vegetable 3-part cards
 

 

INCLUDES:
- 7 parts of the circle with continents pictures
- 7 labels with continents names
- 7 cards with the list of trees of every continent
- 35 cards with pictures and names of trees
(5 trees for every continent)

INCLUDES:
Tree, bush, herbaceous plant sorting
 - 3 name cards
- 3 information cards
- 3 name control cards
- 1 picture control card
- 30 picture cards (10 pictures for every type of plants)

INCLUDES:
Tree, bush, herbaceous plant sorting
- 3 name cards
- 3 information cards
- 3 name control cards
- 1 picture contol card
- 30 picture cards (10 pictures for every type of plants)

INCLUDES:
-10 fraction number cards
-10 pumpkin fraction circles/images

INCLUDES:
- 6 image cards
- 6 labels
- 6 control cards
- 1 poster

INCLUDES:
Pumpkin CVC early readers cut and paste (95 CVC 
words to read (on pumpkin seeds and 19 combinations 
to sort by)

INCLUDES:
- 7 parts of the circle with continents pictures
- 7 labels with continents names
- 7 cards with the list of plants of every continent
- 33 cards with pictures and names of shrubs and 
bushes (5 representatives for every continent and 3 for 
Antarctica)

INCLUDES:
- 21 picture+name cards
- 21 picture only cards
- 21 name cards
Include such vegetables as cabbage, corn, onion, 
cucumber, cauliflower, squash, artichoke, tomato, 
asparagus, radish, potato, turnip, garlic, eggplant, 
parsnip, beans, green peas, pumpkin, carrot, beet.

INCLUDES:
- 8 apple life cycle cards
- 8 pumpkin life cycle cards
- 2 control cards

 

 s 
Types of Cones and Needles 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Pumpkin CVC word sort 

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 

Pumpkin Fraction Cards 
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Various materials about nature

Autumn gifts 3-part cards Five kingdoms of life cards  Five kingdoms of life 4-part cards 

Forest alphabet A4 poster Forest A-Z cards Insects versus flowers sorting cards 

Shapes in nature sorting cards Nature sequencing cards  Seashells activities materials 

 

INCLUDES:
- 14 name and picture cards
- 14 picture cards
- 14 name cards
The material includes such gifts as acorn, apple, 
chestnut, fig, fir cone, persimmon, mushroom, corn, 
walnut, pear, pomegranate, pumpkin, sunflower seeds, 
wheat.

INCLUDES:
- 5 big cards and 5 name cards for each kingdom
- 20 picture cards that show representatives
Your child will learn that there are five kingdoms of life
- bacteria, fungi, viruses, plants and animals.

INCLUDES:
- 6 picture+word cards
- 6 picture only cards
- 6 word only cards
- 6 description cards 
Your child will learn that there are five kingdoms of life
- bacteria, fungi, viruses, plants and animals.

INCLUDES:
12 sets of sequencing activities with 4 cards/steps in 
each, including but not limited to: snowman making, 
pumpkin life cycle, oak tree life cycle, peanut butter 
and jelly sandwich, baking cookies, eating an apple, 
turkey life cycle, and more!

INCLUDES:
This is a wonderful poster that depicts different nature 
things that can be found in the forest. It will be a nice 
wall art for the classroom or a beautiful decoration and 
learning materials for the room of a young naturalist.

INCLUDES:
- 7 cards with shape picture
- 35 cards with nature pictures (5 pictures for every 
shape)
- 7 cards with shape pictures with names
- 35 cards with nature pictures with names
The material includes such shapes as circle, triangle, 
square, oval, pentagon, hexagon and crescent.

INCLUDES:
The set contains 26 cards. One card for every letter of 
the English alphabet. 
This is a wonderful set of cards to use in the classroom 
and during nature walks. You can use the cards like this 
or you can make a hole in the left corner and put them 
on a ring.

INCLUDES:
- Univalve vs Bivalve sorting 
- Shadow matching; Graphing; Size sorting
- Magnifying glass cards
- Writing and letter cards
- Number writing cards
- Number matching, number order, addition, skip 
counting cards; Addition strips

INCLUDES:
- 15 insect cards with name of insect and an image of 
the insect
- 15 flower cards with image and name
- Key

 

 s 
Insect versus flowers sorting 
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Seashells Math bundle 

TOT LABS by Welcome to Mommyhood

Sequencing cards 

Tot Labs by Welcome to Mommyhood 



Do you use materials from the bundle in your
classroom or home?

We would love to look at the process!

Do you store them in the pretty tray on your
shelf? 

Show us!  

Have you found the best way to store all the
printables from the bundle? 

We are curious to look!

Please show us pictures of yourself, your family, 
and kids in the classroom using our materials! 

Please share your photo on Instagram or 
Facebook tag our pages @WelcometoMommyhood 
or @IBelieveinMontessori and use the hashtag 
#allaboutnaturebundle. We would love to read 
your post, like it and share some of them on our 
pages!


